Website Directory:

Seven Revolutions Tool Kit and Resources for GEP 101 & UHC 110

Global Strategy Institute
CSIS website where Seven Resolutions Tool Kit can be found.

Online Resource Guide
Diigo website with community members’ best content recommendations. Each resource is tagged by Revolution and contains description with link to the actually resource.
http://groups.diigo.com/group/seven-revolutions-toolkit

Snag Films
Site contains a wide assortment of documentary films on subjects related to the Seven Revolutions. Easily searchable and all are free.
www.snagfilms.com

TED.com
Website devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading. Video presentations from notable figures in the fields of Technology, Entertainment, and Design.
http://www.ted.com/pages/view/id/5

TED Talks Spreadsheet
Spreadsheet of all TED.com talks with a short summary and link to the video presentation.
http://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?key=pjGlYH-8AK8ffDa6o2bY1Xg&gid=0

Paleo-Future Website
Website dedicated to past visions of the future. There are old newspapers, postcards, articles – all indexed by decade and topics. Scroll down to Learning of the Future to read predictions made in 1967 about learning in 1999.
http://www.paleofuture.com/
Epsilen.com

New York Times course management system website. If you have an .edu email address you can create an account. There is a Teaching Seven Revolutions Sample Course you can request membership. Requests do take some turnaround time.


Gapminder.org

Presentation tool which creates animated graphs that visually illustrate vital statistics of our changing world. TED Talks presentation by Hans Rosling Gapminder founder. Great resource – thanks for sharing!

http://www.gapminder.org/world

CSIS Next America Blog

Issues tab allows you to subscribe to RSS feeds of several issues relevant to Seven Revolutions.

http://www.nextamerica.org/issues

United Nations Database

Searchable world population database from United Nations.

http://esa.un.org/unpp/index.asp?panel=1